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� Keypad and Equipment Protector dimensions and technical information

(STI 6550, STI 6560, STI 7500, STI 7501 & STI 7600)

KEYPAD & EQUIPMENT PROTECTORS

FEATURES
� Protection against physical damage,
dust, grime and severe environments

� Constructed from tough, clear polycarbonate material

� Dramatically extend the life of essential equipment

� Fast, easy installation

� Covers come complete with a fixing kit and gaskets
(gasket is optional with the STI 6550)

� Polycarbonate tested –40°F (-40°C) to 120°F (49°C)

� Covers backed by a lifetime guarantee against breakage
in normal use

STI 6550

STI KEYPAD PROTECTOR
This tough clear polycarbonate cover helps to extend the life and
reliability of digital keypads, access controls and security panels
by protecting them from accidental or intentional damage
and tampering.

STI EQUIPMENT PROTECTORS
Formed from tough clear polycarbonate and stainless steel materials,
these large covers help to protect a wide range of control panels and
other equipment from vandalism, accidental damage or tampering.
The horizontal cover can protect fire and security control panels and
exterior fire system annunciators. The vertical cover can protect access
control modules and card readers.

All of the covers come complete with installation fixings and gaskets,
(gasket is optional with the STI 6550). The gaskets help to protect the
device from dirt, dust and grime. For additional security the covers
can be supplied with a lock.

MODELS AVAILABLE
STI 6550 Keypad protector

STI 6550-S Keypad protector (smoke finish)

STI 6560 Keypad protector with key lock

ACCESSORIES
STI 6552 Weather gasket set

STI 6582 Backplate (for irregular surfaces)

STI J236 Spare Key (for STI 6560)

MODELS AVAILABLE
STI 7500H Horizontal cover

with key lock

STI 7500V Vertical cover
with key lock

STI 7501H Horizontal cover
with thumb lock

STI 7501V Vertical cover
with thumb lock

STI 7600 Control panel cover
with key lock

STI 7601 Control panel cover
with thumb lock
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STI 6560
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